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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS | 9026, 9027, 9028, 9029
In-Ground Concrete Mounting Instructions:
Protective Sleeve Assembly

1- First you should prepare the ground. This kit’s protective
sleeve requires a hole with a 5⅛ inch diameter. The height
of the hole’s recess should be deep enough for the fixture
to fit no more than ⅛ of an inch above the surface. You
may wish to use gravel or sand to steady the fixture’s
position once seated.

Lens Cover
Fixture Housing
Screw Channels
(undrilled)

NOTE: Before you begin the installation of the fixture, remove faceplate, lens, and gasket

2- Turning the fixture upside down, so the backside is facing
you, locate the screw channels. With a drill you will need to
create a hole in both screw channels to be ready for the
screws provided in the Concrete Mounting Kit.

Top Ring
(O.D: 5”)

Side Bands

3- Install the protective sleeve included in the concrete pour kit.
Make sure that the top edge of the sleeve’s top ring, lines up
with the top edge of the fixture’s lens cover. Secure the side
bands of the protective sleeve to the fixture’s body with the
kit’s concrete screws.(The side bands are flexible and may be
bent to adjust the fit of the sleeve’s top ring)

Concrete Screws

Tools required
Phillips head screwdriver
Power Drill

4- Please, support the fixture in the desired position using standard masonry proceedures.
NOTE: When you are installing a fixture into concrete, its important to not allow more than ⅛ of an inch above the grade to allow for water runoff

5- Next, connect the fixture’s pre-installed direct burial cord to the main power cable with a wire connector. For best
results use with a gel-filled wire connector.

6- Begin pouring the concrete inside installation area. You Must make sure concrete is at least two (2) inches thick.
7- Reseat the silicone gasket, and secure the faceplate to the fixture body with screws. Make sure the screws are evenly
tightened.

NOTE: If the gasket, lens cover, or faceplate are not clean of dirt and debris before reseating; it can weaken or break the water tight seal. Damage from improper install will void your warranty.

Wall Mounting Instructions:
1- First, to prevent electrical shock disconnect transformer from power supply before
installation. NOTE: Before you begin the installation of the fixture, remove faceplate, lens, and gasket.

2- Use the protective sleeve as a stencil, to mark the desired location of the mount.
3- Cut the hole in mounting surface, using stencil marks as the guide.
NOTE: You should be mindful of the contents that the mounting surface contains. There shouldn’t be any insulation within six inches of install point.

4- Turning the fixture upside down, so the backside will be facing you, and locate the screw channels. With a drill you will
need to create a hole in each screw channel, to place the screws provided in the concrete pour kit.

5- Install the protective sleeve included in the concrete pour kit, making sure the top edge of the top ring matches up to
the top edge of the lens cover. Secure side bands to the bottom of the fixture with screws supplied with the kit. (The
side bands are flexible and may be bent to adjust the fit of the sleeve’s top ring.)

6- Seat housing into mounting hole (step 3) and secure tightly to surrounding surface.
7- Next, connect the fixture’s pre-installed direct burial cord to the main power cable with a wire connector. For best
results use a gel-filled wire connector.

8- Reseat the silicone gasket, and secure the faceplate to the fixture body with screws. Make sure the screws are evenly
tightened.

